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Abstract 

The figure of merit, zT = TS2σ/ҡ, has a central standing in 

thermoelectrics, and the individual components (thermopower S, 

electrical conductivity  σ , thermal conductivity  ҡ ) relate to the 

transport properties of the thermoelectric material. Thus, the major 
part of thermoelectric science has focus on measuring and 
interpreting transport properties. However, all understanding of 
physical or chemical properties of molecular scale systems relies of 
precise knowledge of the atomic structure. Without knowledge of 
the composition and three dimensional disposition of the atoms in 
space, rigorous interpretation of properties is impossible. Structural 
techniques therefore must have a central standing in 
thermoelectrics 
In this talk I will discuss structural thermoelectrics exemplified 
through recent studies of various high performance materials. The 
PbX and SnX (X = S, Se, Te) systems have received immense 
interest due to record breaking figures of merit.1 The crystal 
structures have been analyzed with the nuclear enhanced 
maximum entropy method (NXMEM),2 and the unexpected low 
thermal conductivity appears to have contributions from atomic 
disorder, vacancies and strong anharmonic motion.3 In search for 
new materials, computational screening methods have been 
advanced, but they are no better than the structural information 
used to calculate the properties. Furthermore, they often lack 
simple measures to relate the properties to the crystal structures. A 
new method coined “orbital engineering” provides a simple 
predictive measure related to the crystal structure of layered 
compounds,4 and this has been used to discover the new 
breakthrough n-type material Mg3Sb1.5Bi0.5.5 
1. (a) Biswas et al., Nature 2012, 489, 414, (b) Zhao et al. Nature 
2014, 508, 373–377. 
2. Christensen et al, Acta Crystallogr. Sect. A 2015, 71, 9–19 
3. (a) Kastbjerg et al., Adv. Func. Mat. 2013, 23, 5477-5483, (b) 
Christensen et al., PCCP 2016, 8, 15874-15883, (c) Sist et al., 
IUCr-J 2016, 3, 377-388, (d) Sist et al., Acta Crystallogr. Sect. B. 
2016, 72, 310–316. 
4. Zhang et al., Nature Comm. 2016, 7, 10892 
5. Zhang et al., Nature Comm. 2017, 8, 13901 
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